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Getting Started…



“Authentic Intelligence: Designing “AI-Proof” 
Performance Tasks in an Age of Artificial Intelligence”
 

The emergence of artificial intelligence writing apps like 
ChatGPT require school districts to re-examine critical 
questions like "what do we want students to truly be able 
to know and do?" in today's society and "how will we 
know if they can independently do those things?". This 
session will provide strategies for designing rigorous and 
relevant performance assessments (ones where a 
computer can be used to think with you instead of 
thinking for you) that align to the instructional visions set 
out by local school systems. It will also provide a 
framework that can be used for curriculum improvement 
cycles at the site or district level that maximize 
community engagement and authentic applications of 
learning.

Original Proposal Revised Proposal
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What is your current 
level of familiarity with 
artificial intelligence 
tools (i.e. ChatGPT)?

Audience Formative Assessment



Understanding Artificial Intelligence



ChatGPT Example



Which image resonates most with your current thinking 
regarding artificial intelligence in education?



Preparing for the Impact of 
Artificial Intelligence…

● Like Gutenberg's printing press,          
AI has the capacity to revolutionize 
and democratize the way that 
information is not just gained but 
used to create/compose.

● Like industrialization and automation, 
AI has the capacity to increase 
efficiency and decrease the demands 
of not just physical labor but now 
also cognitive & creative tasks





Preparing for the Impact of 
Artificial Intelligence…

● Technological advancements have led 
to new tools over the past century 
(the calculator, the Internet search 
engine, handheld computers, etc.) 
that have made low of depth 
knowledge tasks easy to complete.  
AI technology now offers similar tools 
for expediently completing high 
depth of knowledge tasks, too.



DOK-4: Extended Thinking: Synthesize and extend strategic thinking 
across multiple texts, investigations, inquiries, or disciplines in a manner 
that requires planning, extended time, and the transfer of knowledge to 
solve problems in a new context or domain, allowing for the personal 
adaptation of learning to different contexts.  (Augmentation)

DOK-3: Strategic Thinking: Think strategically and abstractly about how 
and why concepts work or how to effectively utilize particular skills, 
using evidence to justify or evaluate answers/conclusions/decisions/ 
outcomes/reasons/results in response to complex questions or tasks.  
(Analysis) 

DOK-2: Basic Thinking (Skills & Concepts): Engage in basic mental 
processing beyond a rote response (i.e. classify, organize, estimate, 
compare/contrast, describe, explain, summarize), using a developing 
understanding of academic concepts and skills to answer open-ended 
questions or accomplish straightforward multi-step tasks.  (Application)

DOK-1: Recall and Reproduction: Identify, recall or reproduce data, 
definitions, details, facts, information; apply simple procedures, 
algorithms, formulas, or measurements. (Acquisition)



Preparing for the Impact of 
Artificial Intelligence…

● While the emergence of AI is not 
going to be a non-issue like Y2K, it 
also isn’t going to immediately upend 
education systems (that are 
especially resilient to change) 

● However, like the creation of the 
nuclear bomb, it is now impossible to 
return to a world where AI doesn’t 
exist and futile (detrimental?) to 
ignore it moving forward





AI-Assisted Assessment Examples



Assessment Example #1



Assessment Example #2



Assessment Example #3



Assessment Example #4



Assessment Example #5



Assessment Example #6



Assessment Example #7



Assessment Example #8



Assessment Example #9



Assessment Example #10a



Assessment Example #10b





AI Implications for Education





Assessment Example





AI 
as Revision 

Tool



Backwards-Designed Instruction

Essential Learning Targets

Instructional Vision =
College / Career / Civic Readiness

Assessment Practices Instructional Practices

What do we want students to 
know and be able to do?

How will we know if students have 
mastered those concepts/skills?

How will we design instruction 
to ensure each student 

achieves mastery?

Responsiveness

What will we do if students 
are struggling?  Succeeding?

Feedback

How will we report progress 
towards mastery to students 

and stakeholders? 
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Eden Prairie Schools Math Instructional Vision

Excellent mathematics instruction will lead each EPS learner to…

5 Apply math to real-world 
situations

4Use math procedures fluently4

3 Understand how and why math 
concepts work

2 Collaborate within a math 
community

1 Form a positive math identity



Vision-Guided Assessment

(Adrian Cotterel.  Teacher-Directed AI Blog.  2023.) 









Assessment Example #11



Assessment Example #12



Assessment Example #13



Assessment Example #14



Assessment Example #15



❏ Use data, texts, and topics that are 
uncommon, local, or invented

❏

❏ Require multimodal composition, 
evaluator interaction, and/or physical 
performance components (i.e. DBAs)

❏

❏ Observe and grade students in-process 
(drafts, conferences, etc.)

❏

❏ Solicit personalized reflection from 
students about their design choices  (i.e. 
artist’s statement)

❏

❏ Makes tasks that require improvisation 
or adapting to unpredictable outcomes

Strategies for 
Designing 

AI-Resistant 
Assessments



EPS 
Authenticity 
Continuum



Wrapping Up…



“CLIFFNOTES” Version
One Slide Summary of the Entire Session

● Artificial assessment only requires artificial intelligence (which is no longer 
a commodity in today’s world due to emergent AI technology)

● Authentic assessment will solicit authentic intelligence (the skills that will 
be needed to succeed in tomorrow’s AI-prevalent world)



Questions?   Comments?   Suggestions?



THANK YOU!


